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TORONTO, November 8, 2017:  Since September 1976, Crime Stoppers has been a 
leader in joining together the police, the media and the public in a united effort against 
crime.  The success of Crime Stoppers has been driven by a very simple formula: the 
ability to take a tip from anyone, anytime, anywhere; the ability to provide cash for that 
tip; and, at its most basic, the ability to keep that tipster anonymous.  This commitment to 
anonymity is not just for the integrity of the program but for the safety of those who 
decide to use the program. But the promise of anonymity is not an impenetrable cloak of 
immunity for those who seek to abuse it.   
 
The Durham decision confirms that those who call Crime Stoppers in good faith, 
intending to provide information to advance a law enforcement investigation have their 
identities protected by the privilege the law gives to informers.  This protection is 
virtually absolute, and once found will apply in all cases except those rare circumstances 
where access to some of the contents of a tip is required to demonstrate the innocence of 
an accused person.   The protection will apply even if the information turns out to be 
wrong, as long as it was submitted in good faith.  All the Court has said in this case is that 
those who intentionally try to misuse the system, submitting information they know to be 
false for reasons of their own, face a risk that their identity may be exposed in a 
subsequent investigation. 
 
Crime Stoppers is a civilian-run, non-profit organization.  It is prepared to go to great 
lengths to protect the anonymity of its callers.  Such lengths included pursuing the 
Durham appeal.  The decision has provided a helpful clarification of the nature of the 
protection enjoyed by callers.  Crime Stoppers will be taking immediate steps through its 
websites to advise its stakeholders of the limits to anonymity that will apply in rare 
circumstances. 
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